Crescent Pl.
Transfer, use 1910. Main transfer to abutting residence 1928.
910 sq. ft.

Woods: old-fashioned light stfd: Gobbes
Name taken from original name of
75th St. which was Crescent, so named
in 1901 on the plat by Green Lake Home
Bldg. and Guarantee Co. Emma (widow of
and wife, and G.H. King.

Keystone Pl.
8,975 sq. ft.

Lawn, trees, shrubs on slope
Transfer, use 1910

Named by E.C. Kilbourne,
electrical engineer and land
promoter who, with Wood,
developed the area.

Corliss Pl.
5,125 sq. ft.
grass & trees
Transfer, use 1910

Named by W.D. Wood, realtor
to honor Corliss P. Stone, Seattle's 2nd mayor.

Note: Distances between properties indicated by east-west street numbers.

(Use for purposes of park, drive and boulevard)
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